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Abstract

This paper proposes a web warehouse based approach
to facilitating efficiency improvement, information sharing
and service personalization for the World Wide Web. We
will overview various functions of a web warehouse by con-
sidering the following applications: (1) a web warehouse
as shared information repository, (2) a web warehouse as
large-scale intelligent cache. We conclude that web ware-
houses will play an important role in digital libraries and
other online information services.

1 Introduction

In a typical web environment, information is directly
sent from a server to a browser for display or interaction.
Such a system, however, is faced with increasingly severe
scaling problems. First, the per-request based data trans-
fers, as shown in Figure 1, will quickly overload the popular
servers and impose a large amount of redundant traffic on
the network. Secondly, as a web server can serve countless
clients, it is unrealistic to keep track of all clients’ behavior
and provide personalized services. Finally, the web space
is so large that it becomes increasingly difficult to locate
relevant and high-quality information in the web.
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Figure 1. Web environment for direct content
delivery

An effective way to improve the system is to provide
an intermediate information repository between servers and
clients for sharing among a community of users. Figure
2 illustrates such an indirect delivery scheme, where once
pages are downloaded into the local site, they can be shared
and reused by many clients. This information repository is
not just a collection of web contents. In fact, an interme-
diate repository can keep track of the information the user
has viewed, to make it easier to find information again. Or
it may enhance the information the user sees by adding an-
notations and personalization beyond what the server was
designed to do [7].
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Figure 2. Web environment for indirect con-
tent delivery

We are developing a full-featured intermediate informa-
tion system based on the concept of web warehouse. A web
warehouse is a repository of localized web information for
a given user community. For example, a localized body of
web information on an obstinate disease for those who suf-
fer from or care of the disease. A web warehouse is created,
updated and terminated in response to the formation, evolu-
tion and dissolution of the corresponding user community.
In this paper, we will describe the functions of a web ware-
house by considering the following applications.

1. Web warehouses as a shared information repository. A
web warehouse act as an information server that sup-
ports information gathering and provides value added
services, such as transcoding, personalization.
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2. Web warehouses as a large-scale intelligent proxy
cache. A web warehouse is used as a proxy cache
that can make best use of various metadata to do cache
replacement, such as indices of data, user/community
profiles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 overviews the architectural consideration and the basic
functions of a web warehouse. In Section 3, we will discuss
the functions of a web warehouse as a shared information
repository. Section 4 describes web warehouse-based intel-
ligent cache. A content-sensitive caching algorithm is pro-
posed. Section 5 shows related work. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Overview of a web warehouse

In this section, we present the basic architecture and
functions of a web warehouse. A web warehouse uses the
web as its input and community-oriented information ser-
vices as its output.

2.1 Web warehouse for user community

Building a web warehouse, we aim to maximize the
sharing of information, knowledge and experience among
users. Such sharing is based on user community, since a
user community is a body of people having common inter-
ests, knowledge and experience, or living in the same place
under the same laws, regulations and similar cultural back-
ground. In other words, a user community is formed by
those who are most likely to share the body of information
particularly useful to them. As shown in Figure 3, for ex-
ample, people interested in Home Page design form a user
community that own a web warehouse “HP Design”.

Related web warehouses can form a hierarchy. The
“Stage Arts”, as in Figure 3, is a web warehouse dedicated
to theater performers, directors, designers, and playwrights.
It has two sub-warehouses “Playwrights” and “Performers”
for playwrights and theater performers respectively. The
benefit is that a user community, for instance B, may be
only interested in writing plays, in other words, they share
most interest in this aspect. A user can belong to multiple
communities. Thus, if one particularly likes writing play,
but also be interested in general aspects of stage arts, the
s/he can join community B and D.

A web warehouse can be dynamically constructed and
adjusted in response to the changes of users community.
For example, if a web warehouse loses all its users, then
the warehouse is no need for existence. In this case, the
warehouse will be archived, then become an inactive web
warehouse. For details, see Section 3.2.
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Figure 3. User community based hierarchi-
cal web warehouses. A user can belong to
several communities and one community can
own multiple web warehouses.

2.2 The architecture of a web warehouse

Figure 4 illustrates the basic architecture of a web ware-
house, which consists of three main parts: input, storage,
and output.

The input part is dedicated to resource discovery and
content localization. This system provides both automatic
and manual modes for resource discovery. Based on user
profiles, search engines are used to periodically searching
the web. After filtering and clustering, the new contents
are then transferred to local storage. Besides this auto-
matic mode, navigation-based resource discovery is also
supported.
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Figure 4. Architecture of a web warehouse
consisting of three parts: input, output and
storage

The storage part is responsible for content management.
We distinguish four classes of stored data: prefetched data,
cached data, reserved data, and metadata. The output part
provides basic functions or services for clients. Table 1 lists
the basic functions (1) buffering of historic data for sharing



and reusing. (2) transformation between different forms,
including transcoding for different client devices, and sum-
marizing for previewing. (3) Notification of information on
copyright, new resources. (4) analysis of historic data.

2.2.1 Buffering

Buffering is the most basic function of a web warehouse. By
buffering, we mean a process to gather, maintain a collec-
tion of information for further use in response to the evolu-
tion of user/community profiles. These include prefetched
data, reserved data, cached data and metadata. Figure 2.2.1
illustrates the transitions between different classes.

Metadata describe various properties of each data item in
a web warehouse to facilitate management and exploitation.
The basic model used for metadata is known as “attribute-
type-value” model. Metadata are kept for all warehoused
data – some may be currently out of storage, for example,
the temporarily dropped data.

Metadata standards define sets of attributes which can
be used to describe resources, for example, title, author or
creator, subject and keywords, description, publisher, other
contributors, date, resource, type, format, resource identi-
fier, source, language, relation, coverage, copyrights.

In a web warehouse, we also should consider the fol-
lowing metadata: size, retrieval cost, storage class, down-
loader, reserver, transcoders. The object size is necessary
for caching and transformation because a large sized object
may be transformed to a suitable format or to a summary
before served to the clients. Retrieval cost is the average
time for downloading the object from its home server, used
in cache management. Storage class is one of prefetched
(storage to be determined), cached (temporary storage), re-
served (permanent storage), and metadata. Downloader is
the identifier of the user who downloaded the object. Re-
server is the identifier of the user who decided to reserve
this object. Transcoders are the programs used to transform
this format to other formats.

Prefetched data are information that is automatically re-
trieved by the warehouse in terms of the user/community
profiles. For example, if a user prefers to information on
Chinese medicine, the warehouse will automatically down-
load new documents about this topic when finding through
its resource discovery mechanism. Prefetched data are man-
aged separately. When a prefetched document is accessed
by at least one user, it will move to be cached data, if a
“Reserve” button is accessed, it will be also preserved

Reserved data are information explicitly identified to be
reserved by some user. When user is browsing a prefetched
or cached document, a “Reserve” button is provided. After
pressing this button, the document will not be flushed. If a
reserved document is released, its metadata will still be kept
for further use.

Cached data are temporarily stored for further use. In
other words, cached data may be replaced if they are deter-
mined as no use in the future. Two operations are available
when accessing cached data. When pressing a “Release”
button, the data will be released while its metadata, for ex-
ample, URL, title, size, are kept. Alternatively, if “Reserve”
button is pressed, the data will be marked “reserved”.
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Figure 5. Transition between different data
classes. User profiles are based to decide
that to be prefetched. The dashed lines indi-
cate to record related information into meta-
data.

2.2.2 Transformation

Another function of a web warehouse is transformation.
For a few reasons, the warehoused data are not suitable
for direct delivery to users. First, information format may
be not suitable for client devices. Users may access the
warehouses from information appliances such as PDAs, cell
phones, and set-top boxes. Since these devices do not have
the same rendering capabilities as desktop computers, it is
necessary for web contents to be adapted, or transcoded,
for proper presentation on a variety of client devices. Sec-
ond, for very large documents, such as high-quality pic-
tures, video files, it is reasonable to deliver to clients a small
segment at first time before sending the complete version
for the sake of efficiency.
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Figure 6. Transcoding between different im-
age formats: the labeled arrows indicates the
directions and transcoders, and the numbers
in brackets show file sizes.



Applications Buffering Transformation Notification Content Analysis

1 Information sharing o o o
2 Intelligent caching o o

Table 1. Basic functions of a web warehouse

Transcoding is the process to transform web contents
from one form to another[7]. Transcoding is already com-
monly used in many applications to change data formats,
for instance, to convert a document from one word proces-
sor to another. For example, many web pages contain large
color images that cannot be viewed on palmtop computers,
and XML data on the web often need to be transformed into
other forms of XML or possibly into HTML before it can
be viewed.

Summarizing is to construct at-a-glance version for pre-
viewing from one or more large documents, especially me-
dia files, such as video, audio, large sized high-quality pic-
ture files. For example, melody is a good summary of a mu-
sic, a few frames or segments are summary of a video file.
Summarizing differs from transcoding in that the former is
aimed to reduce unnecessary data transfers before users are
sure that the data fit their need, whereas transcoding is

Transformation is useful for content enhancement, com-
munication cost reduction, and adaptability to client envi-
ronment. Both transcoding and summarizing can be as-
sociated with caching technique in either a demand-based
manner, or a coverage-based manner. By demand-based
caching, we mean caching the object version resulting from
transformation, while coverage-based caching is to cache
the origin version on which the transformation is to be ap-
plied.

2.2.3 Content analysis

A web warehouse provides a wealth of information in meta-
data and historic data about the behavior of a user commu-
nity. Analysis of such data can reveal knowledge that can
be used in personalized services. Content analysis provides
knowledge for users as well as other functional parts. From
the viewpoint of users, it is important to be informed of
distribution of contents contained in the current web ware-
house. For example, users may want to know what are the
most popular contents, what kind of people care of them.
From the system perspective, such information can be used
in making buffering decision, as will introduced in Section
4.

3 Web warehouse as a shared information
repository

A web warehouse provides a platform for user commu-
nity to share the findings and efforts of each other. As
aforementioned, people suffer from a same disease may
care most the information about their disease, such as new
medicines, treatments, medical institutions and their re-
search. Since such information may scatter all over the
world, change frequently, contain truth, falsehood, wisdom,
propaganda or sheer nonsense, individuals are difficult to
identify, download and manage a complete body of related
information.

A web warehouse supports automated resource discov-
ery by integrating technologies for search engine, filtering,
and clustering as well as social recommendation. In this
section, we discuss the population, utilization and the re-
lated issues.

3.1 Resource discovery

Populating a web warehouse is a process to fill the ware-
house with relevant contents in accordance with the com-
munity profiles.

3.1.1 User profiles

A web warehouse determines what kinds of information are
solicited in terms of metadata of known information and
user profiles. Metadata describe the properties of informa-
tion already known to the warehouse, including currently
kept, and once kept but now temporarily deleted, while user
profiles reflect users’ information needs.

User profiles are information about the users, their iden-
tifiers, information needs, and so forth. User’s information
needs are usually described using one or more user vectors.
User vector is initialized to a common one and evolute in
response to the user’s behavior, especially user feedbacks.

3.1.2 Searching and filtering

Resource discovery is a process to find relevant resources
nearest to the users’ information needs. Resource discovery
can be done manually and automatically. Manual discovery
is initialized by users who input query formula for searching



and sift useful resource by themselves. While automatic
discovery is done by warehouse periodically.

Search engines use robots to gather and index the con-
tents of web pages, which have been immensely useful tools
for resource discovery. However, the problems with using
them for this purpose generally fall into two categories:

1. Difficulty in formulating queries that are discrimina-
tory enough to return a “reasonable” number of hits.
Queries that contain common terms often return hun-
dreds of thousands of results. Users must filter the rel-
evant resources from the non-relevant, often resulting
in relevant resources being missed. A related problem
is that the user is given limited discriminatory infor-
mation beyond the URL of a search result. The user
must explore each result to determine the applicability
of the result to the query.

2. Lack of “quality control” of results. Many search en-
gines try to ”index the Web”without regard to the qual-
ity of the resources in the index. Therefore, even if a
user enters a very specific query that returns relevant
sites, some or all of the sites may be of little value
because they lack authority, valid information on the
subject, or currency.

To circumvent these problems, we should turn to
information filtering

Information filtering was introduced as a key technique
to overcome information explosion. The common model in
information filtering is to create and maintain user profile.
Monitoringusers’ browsing or providing of key phrases that
summarize user’s interests can achieve generation of user
profile. Comparing users’ profiles with contents of docu-
ments or items using similarity metric can filter documents
or items. Thomas W. Malone et al. [9] classify filtering as
the cognitive, social, and economic approaches. discusses
the a web warehouse as a community-oriented information
repository between servers and clients to

1. Cognitive filtering or content-based filtering. Several
shortcomings have been pointed out on a pure content-
based system [1]. First, Filtering of several contents
can be supplied only with shallow analysis. Exam-
ples of such domains are movies, music, etc. Even
for text documents aesthetic aspects and network fac-
tors are neglected. Second, over-specialization is also
occurred in information filtering as well as other do-
mains. In other words, users are restricted to seeing
similar items.

2. Social filtering or collaborative filtering. This ap-
proach works by supporting the personal and organi-
zational interrelationships in a community. Collabora-
tive filtering can be divided into two techniques. One

is that a neighborhood of people who in the past have
showed similar behavior will behave similar action to
identify new pieces of information. Another is that the
choice of an item often leads to the choice of another
item. This approach using pre-computed model could
quickly recommend a set of items.

3. Economic filtering. This technique rests on many cost-
benefit assessments and pricing mechanisms. A web
warehouse should consider for each page whether to
keep a local copy or just keep its time and URL for
economic concerns,

3.2 Clustering and dynamic formation of ware-
house

Warehouse based information sharing is aimed to make
sufficient use of localized information while not troubling
users too much by pouring irrelevant information onto
them. To do this, we adopt clustering and dynamic forma-
tion of user community.

Clustering. The basic idea of clustering is that similar
documents are grouped together to form cluster. The under-
lying reason it the so-called cluster hypothesis: closely as-
sociated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests.
Grouping similar documents accelerates the searching. A
cluster generate procedure operates on vectors or points of
t-dimensional space. Each document is represented as a
vector of weighted keywords, constructed by a ‘indexing’
procedure. Based on the vector representation, each pair of
documents are then computed the similarity, those with a
similarity less than a threshold will join in a same cluster.

Dynamic formation of warehouse. Several rules are
based to dynamically form a user community. First, dy-
namic split rule (Figure 7). If a user community is too large
and the corresponding web warehouse is , then (1) divide
the community into two in terms of the interested contents
by clustering and (2) divide the web warehouse into two or
three depending whether there are left contents after clus-
tering results.
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Figure 7. A case for dynamic split of ware-
house



Figure 8. A case for dynamic union of ware-
houses

Second, dynamic union rule (Figure 8). If two web ware-
house become similar enough in terms of a threshold, then
unite the two web warehouses and the two user communi-
ties.

3.3 Localization of web contents

Migration of web contents from origin servers to a web
warehouse will result in ‘link missing’ errors due to the ex-
tensive use of relative URL. Relative URL is an URL which
needs some processing before it is valid. It is a local URL,
from which certain information is left out. Often this means
some directory names have been left off, or the special se-
quence ../ is being used. The “relative” comes from the fact
that the URL is only valid relative to the URL of the current
resource. A relative URL needs the URL of the current re-
source to be interpreted correctly so that the relative URL is
transformed into an absolute URL, which is then fetched as
usual.

When migrating an object from its home server to web
warehouse, the home directory will change to local disk di-
rectory. If the directory structure changed, some links rep-
resented as relative URL will be missing. Thus, the URL
mapping information should also be kept in metadata that
describe the resource of the object.

Recently, URNs (Uniform Resource Names)1 are becom-
ing a generalized form of URLs (Uniform Resource Loca-
tors). Instead of naming a resource directly - as URLs do
by giving a specific server, port and file name for the re-
source - URNs point to the resource indirectly through a
name server. The name server is able to translate the URN
to the ”best”(based on some criteria) URL of the resource.
The main advantage of URNs is that they are location inde-
pendent. A single, stable URN can track a resource as it is
renamed or moves from server to server. However, due to
the scalability and compatibility issues, URNs will not take
place URLs in the near future,

1URN Syntax, IETF Request For Comments (RFC) 2141http://
www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2141.txt

3.4 Copyright protection

Warehousing web contents means creating local copies
and servicing the copies to a community of users. This
may cause problems with copyrighted contents. Most of
copyright protection systems work from the assumption that
providing accurate copyright information is more important
than controlling access, and that most users will respect on-
line copyright if publishers make it easy for them to do so.

In most cases, copyright management of web documents
is based on a notification, not protection mechanism . For
example, Digital watermarking uses unique identifiers em-
bedded within digital contents, only proper software can de-
tect and decode it. The mark can contain actual copyright
information, such as the author’s name and e-mail address,
or it can contain an ID number along with a Web URL, fax
number or some other means of accessing a database that
holds the copyright information.

A web warehouse keep the copyright information as part
of metadata for each object. Before, performing transforma-
tion operations, such as transcoding, the systems will auto-
matically notify the authors for the usage.

4 Web warehouse as large-scale intelligent
cache

Data retrievals from remote web sites are far more ex-
pensive than from local sources due to the scarcity of band-
width and the inherent latency in distance data transport
[10]. The rapid growth of the web implies the demand for
bandwidth will far out pace the rate of network construc-
tion. Even with sufficient bandwidth, the inherent latency is
considerable, for example, the latency in transoceanic data
transfer is between 200ms and 300ms. Finally and most
importantly, web accesses are far from uniform instead hot-
spots appear suddenly and frequently. Thus, techniques
besides network construction are necessary. Caching is a
common technique among others to reduce redundant data
retrievals, which tries to exploit the overlaps of contents re-
peatedly requested by different users in different time.

When a web warehouse is populated with contents of
common interest to a large number of members in its user
community.It is highly desirable to keep the frequently used
and highly qualified information for sharing and reusing in
the future.However, given a time interval, a specific user or
user community will only be interested in and frequently
visit a relative small part of it.

Web warehouse provides a large-scale cache of web con-
tents retrieved from different sources in the World Wide
Web, which is similar to a data warehouse as buffer of mate-
rialized views mediating between information sources and
decision support or data mining queries[8, 6].



4.1 Warehouse enhanced web caching

The major task of a cache manager is to maintain as
many popular contents as possible while excluding less pop-
ular ones to make space. Two kinds of information are used
as indicators to the popularity of an object: (1) recency,
the time since last reference(s) and (2) frequency, the num-
ber of references, the more recently or frequently an object
has been referenced, the more possible it will be referenced
again in the future [3, 11]. Both of them however is only
significant to objects with at least two accesses, since both
of recency and frequency are based on cumulative informa-
tion about object usage. There are a large fraction of ob-
jects, nearly 60% in cache only being accessed for the first
time [11]. For such objects, we call “new objects”, there is
no way to determine whether they are popular or not, and
if they are treated uniformly, a lot of real popular objects
would be evicted too early before they begin to get popular.

Warehouse enhanced web caching is capable of inducing
the popular topics from current object collection. Because
users’ access behaviors depend heavily on the contents of
web objects: objects with popular contents are much likely
to get more accesses than those with less popular contents,
the new objects could be evaluated in terms of their sim-
ilarity to the popular waiting for the subsequent accesses.
In this section, we introduce LRU-SP+, a content-sensitive
extension to our previous work LRU-SP [5].

4.2 LRU-SP+: a content-sensitive caching algo-
rithm

4.2.1 LRU-SP: popularity-aware SLRU

To deal with the above problem, we improve SLRU by in-
troducing a new factor, the frequency of reference to dif-
ferentiate the popularity of documents. The idea is, if one
hit saves time and retrieval cost once, more hits should rea-
sonably save more times. Thus, the benefit/cost function of
document i with nrefi times of references should be:

nrefi �
1

�Tit

1

Si

Therefore, to choose an document with least benefit, we
should re-index all documents in cache in order of nonde-
creasing values of (Si ��Tit)=nrefi instead of Si ��Tit.

S1 � T�1t

nref1
�

S2 � T�2t

nref2
� � � � �

Sk � T�kt

nrefk

4.2.2 LRU-SP+: a content-sensitive extension to LRU-
SP

The limitation of LRU-SP is that the nref i adjustment is
only useful to the objects with two or more references, while

the majority of objects in cache have only one access. Here
we distinguish two kinds of popularity: inherent popularity
and observed popularity. In LRU-SP, only observed popu-
larity is considered, so that there is no way to differentiate
the newly accessed objects.

The inherent popularity is based on the content of a doc-
ument, we denote the inherent popularity of document i as
�i . For example, a document concerned with a popular
topic will be considered as popular. This kind of popularity
can be decided even the document is accessed at the first
time. �i is computed by,

�i = 1 +

pP
t2
(TFt;i �DFt)2

N
(1)

where TFt;i is term frequency of t in document i, DFt is
document frequency of term t, N is the size of document
collection.

�i defined by formula (1) is calculated on a daily ba-
sis, together with the daily indexing operation. The ob-
served popularity is actual reference frequency observed by
the cache manager, that is nrefi. Here, we simply use the
reference count to measure the value. Set 
 of popular top-
ics is calculated periodically, on a daily basis. That is to
say, while the indices are updated daily, the �i is also re-
computed to keep consistence with the cache contents .

We use a content-sensitive benefit/cost model:

�i �
e�(nrefi�1)

Si ��Ti;t
(2)

where, � is a parameter belonging to [0; 1), for instance,
� = 0:5 in our simulation. If � = 0 and �i is not consid-
ered, it becomes the SLRU case. In terms of (2), even when
an object is referenced for the first time, i.e. nrefi = 1, it is
still possible to differentiate popularity by � i, the content-
based inherent popularity.

5 Related work

There are several projects similar to ours, dealing with
scalability of the Internet and the World Wide Web. The
LSAM Proxy Cache project [12] uses multicast push of
related web pages, based on automatically-selected inter-
est groups, to load caches at natural network aggregation
points. The proxy is designed to reduce server and net-
work load, and increase client performance. The multicast
based approach, however, can not easily provide personal-
ized services. INTELSAT Internet Delivery System (IDS)
[4] is based on a Warehouse-Kiosk paradigm, which pro-
vides global access and Internet wormholes via a fleet of
INTELSAT satellites, the largest commercial satellite com-
munications system in the world. Web contents such as
cacheable HTTP, FTP and streaming objects are fetched or



pushed both actively and reactively into a central reposi-
tory cache via intelligent Web agents. Fresh objects are
constantly sent via IP multicast reliably to registered Kiosk
caches. Distributed Web caches in the Kiosks offer contents
to their local users directly with improved quality of service
and less bandwidth cost. This is also limited to web perfor-
mance without transformation function.

Researches on web intermediaries are conducted exten-
sively in IBM Almaden. Web Intermediaries (WBI) [2] is
a prototype system aimed to personalize the web through
transcoding. It is one of the main functions of our web
warehouse system.

6 Concluding remarks

The exponential growth of the World Wide Web results
in both the Internet and the web users overloaded. The net-
work suffers from the loss of scalability, while the users be-
come increasingly difficult to find useful information and
obtain them efficiently. In this paper, we have proposed
an integrated solution to these problems, that is, using web
warehouse as a community-oriented intermediate informa-
tion repository to maximize the sharing of information and
experience among a community of users. We have reviewed
the main functions of a web warehouse. Web warehousing
provides powerful support for data and information shar-
ing among a community of users, which will be particularly
significant to digital libraries and other online information
services.
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